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for use in liquid Xenon are underway.' OCR Output
developed and produced for the FAST RICH detector project. Studies to adapt this electronics
electronics needed. Cheap, current sensitive, digital VLSI electronics has already been
The essential problem in measuring the shower profiles is the large amount of readout
discrimination against this important source of hadronic background.
shower will allow detection of individual photons from 1:0 decays thus enhancing
(cpjE=0.5%) but without this vertex capability. Sampling of ionization in the early part of the
===0.6% via the (27) decay mode compared to 3% for calorimeters with equal energy resolution
interactions per beam crossing) this calorimeter can give a Higgs mass resolution 0M/MH
method will allow association of a detected photon to its true vertex point. At LHC (with ==20
which initiates the shower. Directional resolution [cg=5 mrad/*/(E/GeV)] achievable with this
ZXO in the early part of the shower) to determine the vector direction of the photon (or electron)
which can be used in a first level trigger. The ionization signal will be sampled (= 5 times every
0.5%). Detection of scintillation with a Silicon photodiode permits a fast energy measurement
limited by uniformity of light collection and the dead material of the calorimeter to (cg/E S
The intrinsic energy resolution of a totally active Xenon scintillation calorimeter will be
hence, the current signal by about 75%.
not adversely affect the ionization/scintillation yields or resolutions but increases the drift speed
and ¤~yE=0.2%/*/(E/GeV) from scintillation. Doping of Xenon with up to 2% Methane does
An intrinsic energy resolution of ¤pjE==0.07%/*/(E/GeV) was determined from ionization
to be fast (cr, S 14 ns). Anti-correlation of the ionization and scintillation signals was also seen.
175 nm scintillation photon was found to be Wg=14.2 eV. The scintillation signal is observed
considerably less than the standard value of 15.3 eV. The corresponding energy to produce a
The energy needed to create an ionization electron was measured to be W=(9.76;0.70) eV,
scintillation signal by collecting photoelectons in a Silicon photodiode immersed in the liquid.
An ionization signal is detected by collecting drift elecuons onto an anode mesh, a
high radiation environment because the liquid can be continuously purified and replenished.
off gas through oxisorb. This technique will allow operation of a liquid Xenon calorimeter in a
S 30 ns FWHM. Purification of the liquid Xenon is effected by continuous circulation of boil
cell by an electron accelerator with kinetic energy S 100 keV, intensity S 106 e and pulse width
"In this set of experiments energy (MeV to GeV) was deposited into a liquid Xenon test
paper CERN/LAA-PC—92·004. We here summarize by quoting the abstract:
the intrinsic properties of liquid Xenon. These results are fully reported in the accompanying
Almost all the effort during the iirst year has been devoted to laboratory measurements of
drift time of td=g/vd=0.34 us we will see a current signal OCR Output
For a sampling gap g=l.5 mm, drift velocity vd=4.4 mm/tts (for Ed 2 4 kV/cm) and maximum
gm/cm3 ) and (W =10 eV/e) it produces an ionization charge dq/dx=p(dE/dx)/W=5·104e/mm.
loses energy at rate dE/dx=l.6 Mev/gm/cm2 hence in liquid Xenon with density (p=3.08
about 75% greater than the chips room temperature noise (10 nA). A minimum ionizing particle
The signal generated by a simgle m.i.p. passing throught a 1.5 mm thick sampling gap is
has a programmable discriminator (per chip) which gives a digital current output (Zc=500Q).
ns and noise is 10 nA at 3000 K (and will probably be much less at liquid Xenon 1600 K). It
channels of a bi-polar, fast current pre-amplifier, amplifier and discriminator. Its rise time is 7
ox=oy=2 mm/V 12 in this design. Each analog VLSI chip, lodged in the tower wall, contains 8
The wire spacing is =l mm but two wires are ganged together for readout giving resolution
,.... sample the x and y shower profiles at depths 2, 4, 6, 8, 10XO in the tower, as shown in figl.
NIM). We now have 30,0()0 channels under test here at CERN. Two pick-up wire planes
completely described in CERN/LAA-PI-91-024=CERN/ECP 92-Draft (soon to be submitted to
allows storage of the events (1.32 us) until a first trigger is available. This electronics is
RICH project) and costs about 1 SFI channel. It has a 64 element shift register pipeline which
electronics mounted as shown in fig.l. This electronics is already developed (for our FAST
In any case, we now will measure the instantaneous current signal with digital VLSI
was not a problem for 0 2 100 and pr > 10 GeV.
We have previously shown in the DRDC proposal P17 (=RD14) that pile-up even for 750 ns
drift (1.5 mm). With the measured drift velocity of 4.4 mm/us the charge is collected in 340 ns.
shown in fig. 1. We no longer have long transverse drift (15 mm) but much shorter longitudinal
measure the shower vector direction we have five ionization sampling gaps every 2X0 as
far end of the tower. We show that uniform light collection is possible in Appendix A. To
measure total energy by detection of the fast scintiHation by a Silicon (or Csl) photodiode at the
butane), we have tentatively change our tower design to that shown in fig.1. As before, we
mm/us by doping with 2% Methane (such an increase has been reported in the literature for 3%
Due to the fact that we did not obtain an increase of drift velocity from 2.5 mm/us to 17
2. New Tower Geometry and Electronics
Xenon.
(1-2) m at 150 nm (for its own radiation). This type measurement will be made for pure liquid
Radiation Detectors at Tokyo 7-10/4/92 indicate that the absorption length of liquid Krypton is
pur liquid Xenon. New data reported by Chen at the Intemational Conference on Liquid
calorimeter. One thing, however, remains to be clarified i.e. the photon attenuation length of
It is believed that these data are an almost sufficient basis for designing a prototype
depending on whether the vertex is taken at z=0, z=zmin, respectively. Thus the vector OCR Output
mm) show that the calorimeter without the vector capability has GM/MH=3.01%, 3.22%
0M/MH=0.64%. Rows 9, 10 (also for 20 events distributed along the collider axis with ¤z=50
with 6z=50 mm. It shows that the vector calorimeter maintains the excellent mass resolution
but is still good i.e. GM/MH-=0.67%. Row 8 is for 20 events distributed along the collider axis
minimum bias events along with the H--7+7 event. The mass resolution worsens by about 75%
calorimeters have the same intrinsic resolution. Row seven shows the effect of generating 19
two calorimeters. The first six rows are for single events generated at z=0, showing that both
located 1 m from the LHC interaction point. Table 1 gives the Higgs mass resolution for the
Both calorimeters have the same excellent energy resolution o‘E/E=(0.5%+0.5%/VE) and are
og=5mr/VE and the second with position resolution o,,=0,,=l mm on the face of a calorimeter.
Table 1. We compare two calorimeters, the first is a calorimeter with vector direction capability
*}s=l6 TeV using the Pythia event generator. This calculation is described in Appendix B and
To determine the advantage of this calorimeter we have simulated Higgs production at
3. Higgs Mass Resolution with a Vector Calorimcter
tm=(1.5-•0.05Nh) us has been demonstrated for 4000 digital channels (i.e. 25 towers).
will depend on measurements of this chip at 1600 K. Readout of Nh hit wires in time
the end of the tower (at Xenon temperature) or just outside in the cryostat vacuum gap. This
The fast readout is affected by a CMOS VLSI digital chip which will be either mounted at
operational point on the P-T diagram away from the bi-phasic equilibrium curve.
perhaps 50 mbar of Methane gas which stabilizes the liquid against boiling by moving the
to produce convection and b0il·off for purification. The system will have an overpressure of
discriminator levels and HV supply. The power dissipation is about 3 W/tower. This is needed
samples and 16-y samples), 1 layer for a ground, 2 layers for the i3 V and a final layer for the
which 3 layers will contain the digital output traces (32 lines per sampling plane i.e. 16-x
uniform light collection (see Apendix A). The PC boards will have 7 layers each of 150 ttm of
The tower walls will be multilayer PC bords with the surfaces treated to be graded reflectors for
mounted on a ceramic subsu·ate (chip carrier) and connected to the readout traces by bonding.
The mounting of the chips in the tower walls is illustrated in fig. 1. The chip itself will be
increasing thresholds in depth to match the shower development profile.
than the m.i.p. signal, sufficiently large to allow rejection of these tracks. We will impose
noise. The shower signal (for a py threshold of 10 GeV) will be ==(8/sin0) times larger per wire
independant of the sampling gap thickness g and is somewhat larger than the room temperature
where the factor of 2 is due to the immobility of the positive ions. Note that this signal is
I=Q/td=g(dq/dx)/(g/vd)/2=vd(dq/dx)/2=(4.4 mm/us)(5·104 e/mm)(l.6·l0·4 nA/e-us)/2=l7.6 nA
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instrument only 25 towers
6) Elecuonics-16,000 channels, 100 towers=80 kSF 20
5) Conuols 50
30Compressor and batteries (for power failure)
Large autonomy clean dewar 200
4) Fluid storage-total 230
1000 kg of Krypton (not scheduled)
308 kg of Xenon (616 kSF from collaboration)
3) Cryogenic liquids-total
Off-line purification (use existing facility)
Liquid nitrogen dewar 50
Refrigerator (already acquired=50kSF)






Inner liquid vessel 50
1) Mecanical-total 200
PR· RIMETER CONSTRUCTION
safely stored and available.
these tests arrived at CERN (July 20, 1991) as scheduled from the Protvino group. It is now
referee (R. Klanner) but with appropriate modifications. The necessary 300 kg of Xenon for
We quote only the materiel calorimeter costs from last years communications with the
S. The 100 liter liquid Xenon Calorimeter Prototype.
cladding for liquid Xenon (n==l.65).
MgF2 deposits which have refractive index n=1.45 which reresents a total internally reflecting
with increasing frequency near the photodiode. The reflectors may either be mettalic mirrors or
grading of the reflecting surface is accomplished by inserting non reflecting strips (Az=1 mm)
the necessary uniformity to obtain the excellent energy resolution desired (GE/E=O.5%). The
Here we refer to the paper of Appendix A. It shows that a graded reflector surface can give
4. Uniformity of Light Collection in the Tower
(=2·1034/s-cm2) LHC.
calorimeters) is essential reason why a vector calorimeter is important at high luminosity LHC
distributw along z. The potential gain of a factor 5 in mass resolution (relative to crystal
calorimeter maintains its intrinsic resolution even with 20 interactions per beam crossing
Aristotle University of Thessalonild Zioutas OCR Output
Bruno
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3/6/92. The present RD-14 collaborators are
timetable and responibilities for construction and will u·y to have this available at the report of
Hrm committments are made, these will be communicated to DRDC. We are now discussing a
Several other Eurpopean groups are interested and may join in this development. If and when
6. Collaborators
¤z=50mm +0.5%/JE =1mm: OCR Output
cp/E;-0.5% by ¤¤.¤v
E, u, v 20, variable z=zm;n smeared by u,v smeared 3.94 3.28 2.45
cz=50mm +0.5%/412 =1mm: ¤=0
og/E.=0.5% by Um cv
E, u, v 20, variable z=0 smeared by u,v smeared 3.85 2.92 2.27
+0.5%/JEcz=50mm from 0,u,v
z caiculablc ¤p;E=0.s% °9’5”“NE
E, 6, u, v 20, variable notneuied, S my g*n%\·gdby 0.71 0.67 0.53
+0.5%/NIE =‘”"“¢’·=°
¤pjE.=0.5% by °¤·°vE, u, v 20, 0
z=0 Slngargdby u,v smeared 0.758 0.725 0.540
+()_5q,NE =lmm; z=0
6yE=0.5% by Gu, Uv
E. u, v 1, O z=0 smeaedby u,v smeared 0.408 0.392 0.404
=1mm; z=O
by ¤¤.¤v
u, v 1, 0 z=0 as gencmed u,v smmred 0.039 0.037 0.057
fmm 9·¤·* +0.5%/JE
caiculablc ¤yE=0.5% G9=5mr/JEE, 9, u, v 1, O
notmecbd, snmed by snwedby 0.409 0.413 0.403
from 9,u,v
cancuume ¤6=smrNE
9, u, v 1, 0 notneeded, as gexuatm snearedby 0.031 0.021 0.048
+0.5%/VE
¤·E=0.5%
1, O asgmnamd smearedby asgmaawd 0.41 0.40 0.40
None 1. 0 asscvawd asgcmwcd asguuwd 2.55-10·3 2.19-10·3 3.06-10
Quantities percrossing, zformass Efor mass Bfor mass 80 GeV 100 GeV 160 GeVInteractions assumed
mass: mass: mass=
the usual spherical coordinates. Cut on photons wth pq.spherical calorimeter are (r, u, v) with r=1m, u=0r, v=<prsin6 were (r, , mp) e i- 2 10 GeV/c
Events generated from the PYTHIA program. Coordinates on the surace oa h6arTABLE 1. Mass resolution for Higgs decay H---·y+ Y, mH2=2E;E;(1·cos91;). ff

electrode and grid structure [1]. The eclntlllatlon light ls detected by a OCR Output
wells of the tower. This corresponds to a slmpllflcatlon of the actual
middle of the tower, 90% transparent end with the eeme reflectivity as the
simulated by a x-0 plane running from z=1O mm to 2*774 mm at the
with aluminium reflector. The collection plane and the Frisch grids were
The tower ls schematically represented in figl. The Walls are coated
2 - Description of the tower and simulation procedure
will be presented.
studlesiabout this xaspect done so far by means of Monte-Carlo simulation
sclntlllatlon response in a tower becomes an important issue. Here. the
tower where the photons were produced. Thus, the uniformity of
reflections being strongly dependent on the point along the axis of the
reflections on the iwails ofthe tower before being collectad, the number of
photodatector at the beck end · the scintillation light has to undergo many
Due to the geometry of each tower - a long and narrow tower with e
photonidlrectlon end the fast scintillation to determine the energy [1].
ELOISATRON [1].l This calorimeter uses the lonieatlon to determine the
proposed for e dedicated Higgs search experiment at LHC, SSC or
A totally active xenon electromagnetic calorimeter has been
‘I · Introduction
*’ College de France, Perle. France
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LIQUID XENON CALORIMETER
STUDY OF THE lUNll=ORMlTY OF THE SCINTILLATION RESPONSE IN A
OCR OutputAPPENDIX A
uniform ln the case of a silicon photodatector because, due to the higher OCR Output
Csl and a Sl phbtodatector. The scintillation response is much more
photons were generated to the entrance wall ls plotted in flg.2 for both a
The efficiency aa a function of the distance from the point where the
3 - Results
strategy to get a unlforme scintillation response.
were investigated; Finally, the reflectivity of the walls was graded as a
of the photons ln the liquid and the deposition of e MgF, film on the walls,
The effect of several parameters, such as e finite attenuation length
photons.
’S. Roe. IC/HEP/91/2 the total number of photons which had to be
Al l0.0965 .875
calculated as the ratio 10*/Ntot. Ntot being
Csl ` 2.5 0lS
the photodetector. The efficiency was then
si L 0.4 1le
generated until 10* photons are detected at
Lq Xe ¤ l.6` 0
the photons were emitted lsotropically and
n k
along the axis of the tower. At each point,
were randomly generated at different points
simulations.
in-n-ikl used ln ithne scintillation response ln e tower, photons
indexes of rotilaction
Table l1. Values of the in order to study the uniformity of the
these oeloulatlonslere listed ln table 1.
substrates were assumed infinitely deep. The optlcel constants used ln
incidence at the xenon scintillation wavelength lk-175 nml. These
well as ofthe alumlnlum wells. was calculated as a functlon of the angle of
The reflectlvlty of the silicon and Csl surfaces ln llquld xenon, as
a reftective Cel phctocathode and a silicon phptodlode.
regicmln fig1. The response of two different photodetectors were studied:
photcdntactcr placed at the back and of the tower, shown as a hatched
of the two types of reflectivity grading mentioned above, i.e. with OCR Output
point of view of uniformity of response were obtained with a combination
increasing width in the mirror, during deposition. The best results from the
gradingi is accomplished by inserting non-reflecting strips of exponentially
photodetector or/and approaching the entrance wall. Technically, this
tower. T This grading was exponentially decreasing in nearing the
grading; the reflectivity of the walls along the direction of the axis of the
The scintillation response was then tried to be unifcrmized by
surfacei.
absolute value ofithe efficiency due to the total reflection at the lvlgl=
the uniformity of response, its main effect being the increase of the
results.: As it can be seen. the film by itself does not improve significantly
with a 250 nm thick film is plotted in fig4. Thicker films produce identical
MgF2 surface. The efficiency curve for a tower with all the walls covered
[3]) is smaller than that of liquid xenon, there will be total reflection at the
reference [21. As ithe index of refraction of ll/lgF2 lnnl.45 at >.=·.17O nm
substrate and immersed Into liquid xenon was calculated following
studied. The reflectivity of such fllm deposited on an infinite aluminium
The srrsct of coating the walls of the tower with e MgF2 film was
value of the cclledted light and the shape of the efficiency curve.
photons shorter than 10 meters will significantly change both the absolute
resultsiare plotted in flg.3. One can conclude that an attenuation length of
to ther presence lof smell amounts of impurities was investigated. The
The effect of a finite attenuation length of photons in the liquid due
of the detectors has not been included.
beforezcollecticn. iln fig.2, as well as in fig.‘s 3-5, the quantum efficiency
reflectivity of silicon compared to Csl, the scintillation light is uniformized
a&Ni criuep rts - untv uotmnraill- :-:12 i luis U:l·’.i'l.¤LlJA'* Gl 4; rua uz urea 4
[3] J. Macdonald. i'Meta/-Dlelectr/c Mu/ti/eyers'$ Adam Hllgel, 1971. OCR Output
[2] M.VL Klein, “Odtlcs", John Wlley&Sons, 1970.
[1] J. Seguinot at al., CERN - LAA/PC/90-24.
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seem to improve significantly the uniformity of response.
tower. On the other hand, to cover the walls with a MgF2 film does not
an uniform response by properly grading the reflectivity of the walls of the
The results of this simulation point out to the possibility of achieving
4- Conclusions
of the walls in a similar way.
film, lt is possible ito obtain the same uniformity by grading the reflectivity
avoid the efflclencly to peak. in the case of covering the walls with s MgF
exoeptiin the 5 ctn closer to the photodetector where its not possible to
photodetectors, the uniformity was achieved within 5% in the whole tower
possible. The results are plotted ln fig.5. Both for the Sl and the Csl
parameters that are tuned in order to get e response as uniform as
tower,1 ZL the length of the tower, d1, d2 and ZM are adlusteble
incidence qa, z the distance from the entrance wall along the axis of the
where 1 Finial is the reflectivity of the walls without grading at the angie of
(1.b)for Z < ZMi §;2}R =R¤(<¤){"¤XP!‘2
(1.al(2 —ZL) R -H0(<¤) 1—ex¤T for z 22 ZM
SENT BY=Dep Fis - univ G¤1m¤ra:11- 5-92 : 12:12 1 DEP.F1SIcA-· 41 22 185 G2 01:::5
SI phctodlode (A). OCR Output
the entrance wall for a Csi photocathode (·) and a
Flg2. - Efficiency as a function of the distance from
d (cm)
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(hatched region!. The dimensions are in mm.
Fhsch grids (dashed fines) and photodetector
tower with enode wires} readout posts (0-0-},
Flgi. - Schematic drawing of the calorlmeter
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is also plotted ( * i. OCR Output
MgF2a (Al. For comparison the response obtained with pure aluminium wells
Fig4. 0- Effect of covering the wells of the tower with 250 nm thick film of
d(cm)
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the response oh the photodetectors: i··):>t,,,,=·¤·; (A): >t,,,,=1O rn: (0i=
Fig.3k- Effaqt nfi a finite attenuation length of photons in liquid xenon on
d(cm)d (cm)
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grading the reflectlvlty ofthe walls was also plotted (# i. OCR Output
photcdetectorsl. For the sake of comparison the response obtained without
used with thelvaluea of di above mentloned and d2·=10 mm for both
of reflectivity gradings, as described by eq. (1e) and (1b) of text, wes
Sl photodlode and a Csl photocathods respectively; (I) - a combination
i.e. eq. (1a) wllth ZM=0, d1 =· 20 mm and d1= 30 mm in the case of a
was made exponentially decreasing towards the photcdetector position,
Flg.5 - Effect of grading the reflectivity of the walls: (Al - the reflectivity
d(cm)
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between 20° and 1609. The modules are towers, 30x3O mm2, with the possibility of OCR Output
interaction point. Spherical geometry has been assumed, and coverage of polar angle 9
Case I. Electromagnetic calorimeter (liquid xenon?), at l m distance from the
the following detector characteristics:
photon invariant mass peak, taking the above into account Simulation has been done for
The aim of this preliminary study has been to investigate the broadening of the two
in pileup, which causes smearing of the invariant mass peak.
cells from any of the interactions that occur during the cell’s integration time, this results
of 20 interactions per bunch crossing. Since energy may be deposited in the calorimeter
crossing. In the following, assuming a little higher luminosity, we have taken an average
GHz. For a 15 nsec bunch spacing, this results in an average of 15 interactions each
inelastic pp cross section of 100 mb (PYTHIA), we obtain a mean interaction rate of 1
Multiple interactions. Taking a mean operating luminosity of 1034 cm·$and an2 *1
be smeared by the uncertainty of the angle between the photons.
cm. If it is not known to which vertex the photon belongs, the reconstructed mass will
LHC, the longitudinal position of the interactions will be distributed with an r.m.s = 7
The knowledge of the vertex position. Because of the length of the bunches at
The energy resolution of the electromagnetic calorimeter.
role are:
is very sensitive to the detector perfomance. In particular, factors that play an important
GeV and 8.3 MeV at mH0= 150 GeV), the width of the reconstructed mass distribution
decay width of the Higgs is very small in this mass range (about 5.5 MeV at mH0= 100
for the intermediate mass range of the Standard Model Higgs, mw<mH0<2mZ0. As the
of its decay channel into two photons : H° -> yy. This channel is the most promising one
boson in the LHC energy range (pp interactions with vs = 16 TeV), through the detection
Monte Carlo simulations have been performed for the search for the neutral Higgs
OF THE INTERMEDIATE MASS HIGGS
MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS FOR THE PHOTON DECAY MODES
D. Hatzifotiadou
13th May 1992
momentum components of the two photons (as generated). OCR Output
between the two photons is calculated from the direction cosines, known from the
energy has been broadened assuming GE/E = 0.5% + 0.5% NE (E in GeV). The angle
Row 2 shows the effect of the calorimeter energy resolution. The generated photon
The data are "raw", as produced by the generator.
Row 1 shows the intrinsic resolution because of the natural width of the Higgs.
The two photon invariant mass is : m2 = 2 E1El(1-cos91g)
photon invariant mass, reconstructed under various conditions, as explained.
In the table that follows, the 6 and o'/E (%) is shown for the distribution of the two
imposed.
For a gamma to be considered for reconstruction, a p, cut of 10 GeV/c has been
distribution with r.m.s. = 7 cm.
z-axis (to simulate the longitudinal spread of the pp interactions), taken from a normal
After generation a shift has been imposed on the position of the photons along the
distribution with a mean of 20.
bias events to each H0 -> yyevent, the number overlayed being chosen from a Poisson
In order to take into account the effect of pileup, we overlay a number of minimum
for each Higgs mass) have been generated with PYTI-HA.
mechanisms for Higgs production have been considered. The data (1000 events sample
The study has been done for Higgs masses of 80, 100 and 160 GeV/c2. All
vertex.
ov = 1 mm. In this case it is not possible to correlate the photon with its production
The precision of detemrination of the impact point on the calorimeter cell is ox = 1 mm,
I, the same energy resolution, but no possibility of measurement of the photon direction.
Case H. Electromagnetic calorimeter (BGO?) with the same characteristics as case
0.5% + 0.5% NE (E in GeV).
of the module. The angular resolution is og = 5 mrad/VE. The energy resolution is GE/E
determination of the photon direction, since there are planes of wires at different depths

position of each photon along the z axis, 24). By solving the equations for the intersection OCR Output
First we take pileup into account as described. A shift is then applied on the
procedure in this case is the following:
from a normal distribution with r.m.s. = 7 cm. Pileup is also taken into account. The
photons along the z—axis (to simulate the longitudinal spread of the pp interactions), taken
In what follows, after generation a shift has been applied on the position of the
ow = l mm and calorimeter energy resolution GF/E = 0.5% + 0.5% /N/E (E in GeV).
Row Z shows the effect of pileup, plus smearing because of position resolution 0,
.. applied, namely a photon is accepted if pt > l0 GeV.
assumed to deposit their energy in the tower of incidence. Then, the usual cuts are
bins and for a given 9, a number of N¢, = 21trsin9/30 = 209sin9 bins. All gammas are
We have modules of 30x30 mm! at a distance of l m, therefore a number of Ng = 209
account in the following way. The whole space is separated into a number of 9—<p bins.
chosen from a Poisson distribution with a mean of 20. The pileup energy is taken into
number of minimum bias events to each H0 —> yyevent, the number overlayed being
In what follows, the effect of pileup has been taken into account. We overlay a
crossing). All interactiions come from the same vertex, at the center of the sphere.
Up to this point, only H0 —> yyevents were considered (1 interaction per beam
x0.5% NE (E in GeV) and position resolution, o= ow = l mm.
Row Q shows the effect of both calorimeter energy resolution, GE/E = 0.5% +
for each photon, their angle from these etc.
,
found. The x,y coordinates are smeared by oxov. New direction cosines are calculated
intersection (x,y,z) of the photon direction with the surface of a sphere of radius 1 m is
point) for Case II, when the photon direction cannot be measured. The point of
Bgwj shows the effect of only ox = ow = 1 mm (error in detemiination of impact
0.5% NE (E in GeV) and angular resolution, 69 = 5 mrad/VE.
Row 4 shows the effect of both calorimeter energy resolution, GE/E = 0.5% +
direction cosines are calculated for each photon, their angle from these etc.
The photon energy as generated, the direction of each photon is smeared by G9. New
OCR Outputgow} shows the effect of only the angular resolution for Case I, G9 = 5 mrad/VE.
this event. OCR Output
(0,0,zmin), where zmm is the vertex nearest to (0,0,0), out of all vertces corresponding to
Row l0 The same as row 10, but here as production vertex we take the point
resolution, cp/E = 0.5% + 0.5% NE (E in GeV), is also included.
production point (0,0,0) and point (x,y,z) on the sphere. The calorimeter energy
detector. We calculate the new direction cosines for the photon vector, from the
(x,y,z). We then assume that the production vertex is at (0,0,0), the center of the
II), we first apply the smearing due to ox = ow = 1 mm and find a new impact point
Row 9 Assuming the photon direction cannot be measured (calorimeter of Case
0.5% + 0.5% NE (E in GeV), is also included.
(0,0,20) and point (x,y,z) on the sphere. The calorimeter energy resolution, GE/E =
calculate the new direction cosines for the photon vector, from the production point
apply the smearing due to G9 = 5 mrad/VE and find a new impact point (x,y,z). We
Rgw § Assuming the photon direction can be measured (calorimeter of Case I), we
the impact point on the sphere.
of the vector with the photon direction (after the z shift), with the sphere surface, we {md
for use in liquid Xenon are underway. OCR Output
developed and produced for the FAST RICH detector project. Studies to adapt this electronics
electronics needed. Cheap, current sensitive, digital VLSI electronics has already been
The essential problem in measuring the shower profiles is the large amount of readout
discrimination against this important source of hadronic background.
shower will allow detection of individual photons from 1:0 decays thus enhancing
(op/E=0.5%) but without this vertex capability. Sampling of ionization in the early part of the
0.6% via the (2y) decay mode compared to 3% for calorimeters with equal energy resolution
interactions per beam crossing) this calorimeter can give a Higgs mass resolution 0M/MH
method will allow association of a detected photon to its true vertex point. At LHC (with =20
which initiates the shower. Directional resolution [og=5 mrad/\I(E/GeV)] achievable with this
2Xg in the early part of the shower) to determine the vector direction of the photon (or electron)
which can be used in a first level trigger. The ionization signal will be sampled (= 5 times every
0.5%). Detection of scintillation with a Silicon photodiode permits a fast energy measurement
limited by uniformity of light collection and the dead material of the calorimeter to (cyE S
The intrinsic energy resolution of a totally active Xenon scintillation calorimeter will be
hence, the current signal by about 75%.
not adversely affect the ionization/scintillation yields or resolutions but increases the drift speed
and cs;/E=0.2%N(E/GeV) from scintillation. Doping of Xenon with up to 2% Methane does
An intrinsic energy resolution of oyE=0.07 %N(E/GeV) was determined from ionization
to be fast (cs, S 14 ns). Anti-correlation of the ionization and scintillation signals was also seen.
175 nm scintillation photon was found to be Wg=l4.2 eV. The scintillation signal is observed
considerably less than the standard value of 15.3 eV. The corresponding energy to produce a
The energy needed to create an ionization electron was measured to be W=(9.76;0.70) eV,
scintillation signal by collecting photoelectons in a Silicon photodiode immersed in the liquid.
An ionization signal is detected by collecting drift electrons onto an anode mesh, a
high radiation enviromnent because the liquid can be continuously purified and replenished.
gas through oxisorb. This technique will allow operation of a liquid Xenon calorimeter in a
30 ns FWHM. Purification of the liquid Xenon is effected by continuous circulation of boil·off
by an electron accelerator with kinetic energy S 100 keV, intensity S 106 e and pulse width S
Ln this set of experiments energy (MeV to GeV) was deposited into a liquid Xenon test cell
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Jaffe's (or other) recombination theory is difficult to justify. The "experimental result" would OCR Output
ionization. Recombination is dominant even for large drift electric fields and application of
determination of W because the created charges are poorly collected due to its high density of
which limit the range of possible measurements. The nt sources are unsuitable for a precise
To excite the liquid Xenon, most laboratory experiments use radioactive ot or (y, e) sources
modest (but still excellent) values i.e. ¤gE=l·l()·5/\l(E/GeV).
energy calorimetry other factors such as dead materiel and leakage limit the resolution to more
al.[5], and W=l5.6 eV [2] we obtain the intrinsic resolution oEjE=2.7·l0‘5/\l(E/GeV). In high
good since both W and the Fano factor F are small. Using F=0.05, as calculated by Doke et.
monitor the purification process. The energy resolution ct;/E=\l(FW/E) should be extremely
the charge current. Since the electron lifetime is controlled by the liquid purity, it can be used to
collection of ionization charge or scintillation light and electron lifetime by the time structure of
Apart from measurements of W and WS, other experiments measure energy resolution by
purification and renewal.
addition, Xenon is intrinsically radiation hard and circulation of the liquid permits continuous
scintillation is intense with light output comparable to crystalline Nal, but much faster. In
appears inconsistent (see section 4.2.2). These and other experiments show that liquid Xenon
value WS=(l6.3 -*-1 0.3) eV also for stopping ot particle excitation however, this experiment
stopping ot particle excitation. Subsequently in 1991, Miyajima et. al. [4] found a much lower
1989 the only measurement available was that of Aprile et.al. [3l who found WS=39 eV for
The energy to produce a scintillation photon WS was even more poorly known. Up to
the photoconductivity band gap measurements [i.e.(9.3 1*. 0.4), 8.9 and (9.22 32 0.01)] eV.
(referenced in [2]) exhibit rather large dispersion (i.e. 7.3, 23.4, 23 and 16.4 eV) compared to
in an Argon-Methane (5%) gas mixture, whose W value was known. Previous measurements
al.[2] by comparing a 1 MeV electron signal in liquid Xenon with a 5.5 MeV ot particle signal
needed to produce a free electron W=(15.6 i 0.3) eV was obtained in 1975 by Takahashi et.
review of T. Doke [1]) some basic properties are still uncertain. For example, the energy
Even though research on this liquid has been pursued over the past 20 years (see the
luminosity proton colliders.
as needed for Higgs searches [via (2y or 4e) decay modes] at the upcoming generation of high
calorimeters with superior photon direction determination and unsurpassed energy resolution,
length (2.8 cm) and radiation hardness. These properties allow construction of compact
electromagnetic calorimeter because of its easy ionization, abundant scintillation, short radiation
OCR OutputLiquid Xenon is probably the best available showering medium for a totally active—vector
a closed circuit system with continuous vapor phase circulation and purification. The system OCR Output
and scintillation, especially in a high radiation environment. Consequently, we built and tested
maintain the high purity needed for a large (many ton) calorimeter which detects both ionization
component which is much more sensitive to impurities. We believe that this technique cannot
This supposition may be realistic for the scintillation component but not for ionization
presupposes that no further contamination of the liquid occurs during the period of the tests.
condensed into the cell and maintained in bi-phasic equilibrium at 1830 K. This strategy
passage through molecular sieves and a high temperature Beryllium-Titanium getter) was
Their Xenon cell was pumped to remove outgassin g impurities and Xenon gas (pre-purified by
energy resolution cg/E=0.5% by detection of the scintillation light with a Silicon photodiode.
MeV/nucleon) to deposit 2.47 GeV of energy in a 250 cm5 liquid Xenon cell. They obtained an
For the same reasons, Matsuda et.al. l7l used an Aluminum heavy ion beam (92
GeV scale energy deposits with ionization or scintillation detectors.
excitation of liquid Xenon in a 100 cm5 cell. Energy resolutions cg/E=l% were obtained for
e) sources. The preliminary results reported by Seguinot et. al. {6] used (2-4() keV) electron
small, the source is punctual thus avoiding the above mentioned problems for the MeV scale (y,
massive calorimeter to study energy resolution on the GeV scale. Since the electron range is
liquid Xenon cell without leakage thus, obviating the need (at least initially) to construct a
to 2-105 e). This allows large total energy (20 MeV to 20 GeV) to be deposited into a small
source i.e. a pulsed electron beam with adjustable energy (2-105 to 105 eV) and intensity (104
energy components. In 1990 we started tests on Noble liquids with a more flexible excitation
needed to contain the high energy electromagnetic shower and supress leakage of its low
photon or electron beams and expensive since large volumes (=l()0 liters) of liquid Xenon are
at the GeV energy scale. Such measurements are difficult because they require high energy
Until 1990 there was no experimental evidence for good energy resolution in liquid Xenon
section which increases with field. This lowers the asymptotic charge and overestimates W.
collected charge may be in error because some impurities (e.g. NZO) have a capture cross
precisely the electron lifetime must be much larger than the drift time. Even so, the asymptotic
collectors to suppress the position dependance of the induced signal. Obviously, to measure W
electric fields. The finite range of y's or e's however imposes the use of gridded ionization
smaller than the ds hence, collection of the created charge becomes feasible at reasonable
L conversion electrons (555 and 1048 keV). The specific ionization of is or e's is much
and 1064 keV), monoenergetic K conversion electrons (488 and 976 keV) and monoenergetic
The most commonly used (y, e) source is 207Bi because it has monoenergetic y rays (569
makes these sources punctual thus allowing accurate detemiination of the detector solid angle.
for measurment of scintillation yield and electron lifetimes. Their short range in liquid Xenon
depend on which recombination theory was used. On the contrary, ot sources are more suited
where Nm is the number of monitor electrons. OCR Output
E=NtTout=aNmTout
and so the transmitted energy E is
where a=0.2=(l/f)-1. Since Qm is permanently monitored, the transferred charge Q; is known
monitor charge is Qm=fQb and since the transferred charge Qt=(1—f)Qb we obtain Q,=aQm
slightly dependant on the acceleration voltage U but independant of beam intensity Nb. The
beam energy exiting the mylar (and entering the Xenon) is Tbbt. The fraction f was found very
remaining 17% (=l-f) enters the test cell through a 11 um thick mylar window. The electron
Faraday plate which intercepts 83% (=t) of the beam (the approximate geometric value). The
To mgnitgg these fluctuations the electron beam is collimated by a 4 mm diameter hole in a
is the beam charge hence, fluctuations in beam intensity cause fluctuations of beam energy.
where Nb is the number of beam electrons per pulse, T=eU is the beam kinetic energy, Qb=eNb
E,,=eNbU=NbT=QbU (1)
beam pulse Eb is
however, its intensity fluctuates with an rms dispersion of about 10%. The total energy of a
(depending on the RC time constant of the lamp circuitry) and a repetition rate of 20 to 30 Hz
and mirror combination shown in Fig. 1. Each light pulse has a FWHM duration of 15 to 30 ns
The light is focused to a spot (= 8 mm diameter) on the photocathode plane by the CaF2 lens
from a Csl reflective photocathode using a self triggered H2 UV flash lamp as the light source.
of our HV supply). The electron beam is created by photo-emission into vacuum (<10·6 mbar)
energy by varying the beam intensity and/or the acceleration potential U (up to 100 kV-the limit
(home made) pulsed electron accelerator which can deliver between 20 MeV and 20 GeV total
We show our experimental set-up in fig.1. The excitation source for the liquid Xenon is a
2.1. The 100 keV Pulsed Electron Accelerator
2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
construction materiels.
technique efficiently cleans and maintains the Xenon, thus allowing a larger choice of
neoprene diaphragm) without bake·out. Electron lifetime measurments proved that this
was constructed of clean but not ultra-high-vacuum materiels (the circulation pump even has a
electron accelerator and liquid Xenon test cell. OCR Output
Fig. 1. The experimental setup with the H2 UV flash lamp, Csl photocathode, 100 keV
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system in operation hence, it represents a minimum value without microphonic noise. OCR Output
[i.e. G=(\/2)Gm] hence, om=600 e. This noise was measured without the cryogenic circulation
It's width (<S=850 e) is the convolution of the monitor noise Gm from each of the Faraday plates
in tig. 3a. The Q; distribution relative to the correlation line, for fixed Qm, is shown in fig 3b.
and tranferred charge Q; (from a solid Faraday plate which replaced the liquid cell), as shown
A linear relation was found between monitor charge Qm (from the faraday plate collimator)
and starred-points are from internal calibration. Closed circles are EGS4 simulation points.
Fig. 2. The electron exit kinetic energy Tom vs acceleration voltage U. Open-square, circle










keV the two methods agree. The straggling width of Tom is small, as shown in section 5.1.2,
keV therefore, for Tom < 40 keV we used the intemal calibration whereas for (40< T0m< 90)
energy deposit E=N,TOu,. The program gave good agreement with experiment for Tom >3()
the calculation were made by varying the acceleration voltage U and intensity N, for a constant
simulation program) vs acceleration voltage U is shown in tig. 2. Experimental cross checks of
The calibration cuwe of exit electron kinetic energy Tom (calculated by the EGS4
electric field and the scintillation is detected by a silicon photodiode immersed in the liquid. OCR Output
and scintillation signals are shown in fig. 4. The ionization is collected by drift in an applied
The liquid Xenon test cell and the electronic measurement chains for both the ionization
2.2. The Test Cell
3b) The Q; distribution relative to the correlation fit line for fixed Qm.
Fig. 3a) Scatter plot correlation of monitored and transferred beam ch§ges (Qmvs QL).
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gridded collector is not needed here because the electron drift distance is large (x=599O um) OCR Output
d=6 mm gap to the anode mesh Ml (95% optically transparent) where they are collected. A
liquid Xenon. The produced ionization electrons then drift in the applied electric field across a
The transmitted electron beam loses all its energy (2-40 keV) in the first (l-20 um) of
and readout electronics.
Fig. 4. The liquid Xenon cell, charge collection mesh Mi, Silicon photodEdeTight @2%
cbbeamz l' mm
10** < l1!l< 5.10
Anode mesh10 < E < 100 keV
colimatorwindow ELEEELUN
Faraday cage `lzum mYl¤l` \\






















fig. 4, reduce the thermal load to =5 W at 1600 K.
to the cylinder with a standard viton O-ring. Superinsulation and the thermal screens shown in
outlet and various electrical feedthroughs (the charge amplifiers are located outside). It is sealed
into the bottom of the cylinder. The top cover of the cylinder contains the liquid inlet, gas
An ll um thick mylar window, 10 mm in diameter is glued with epoxy resin over a hole cut
The test cell is a stainless steel cylinder 65 mm diameter, 180 mm in heigth and 1mm thick.
(5), respectively). The parameter K is the field needed to collect about 50% of the charge. It is OCR Output
(large Q) they differ signifantly (i.e. for Ed=0.lK then Qmx/Q0=9.l%, 15.2% from eq.'s (4),
they agree (i.e. for Ed=l00K then both relations give Qmux/QO=99%) but for small drift fields
that eq. (4) is simply the first term of the expansion of eq. (5). For large drift fields (small §)
and intuitive method to determine W-from the asymptotic quantity of collected charge Q0. Note
parameters K and QU (which monitors the progress of purification). The fit provides a simple
where QO=eE/W, §=l</Ed and Ed is the drift field. These relations are fit with the two
n=0
(5)2“+”2 Qma=Q0·ll¤(l+2&)l/(2€)=Qt> Eli "/(2¤+1)l/(l+&)(
or by the single charge-density model of Thomas and lmel [9l as
(4)Qma=Q¤/(l+§)
predicted by Jaffes theory of columner recombination {8] to depend on electric field as
lifetime can therefore be determined from the nonlinear behaviour of Q(t). The value of Qmax is
where td=d/v is the maximum drift time, d is the drift gap and v the drift velocity. The electron
(3)Q(t)=Qm..X· (I/ta) ll—€><p(—t/<)l
electron lifetime tc and modifying the time dependance of the induced charge to be
the drift time. Electronegative impurities in the liquid attach free electrons causing a finite
will be induced on the collection electrode Mi hence, the collected charge will vary linearly with
Since the source of drift electrons is punctual, a current proportional to the drift velocity
determined a sensitivity 7560 e/bin, accurate to 2 parts per thousand over the full ADC range.
(LeCroy 2249 W) by sampling the signal with a 100 ns strobe. Calibration of the full chain
Ml) is less than the monitor noise (om=600 e). The output signal is readout with an ADC
larger than the longest drift time. Its input equivalent noise (crca=350 e when decoupled from
(=-100 mV/pC) coupled to Ml has a decay time constant of 70 us (C=7 pF, R=lO MQ), much
the MIM; field is 2/3 as large as the drift gap field and oppositely directed. The charge amplifier
set-up used only to electrostatically shield the silicon photodiode. The potential of M2 is set so
The 95% transparent mesh M2, located 3 mm above Ml, is an unessential element of the
time then, of course, all of the charge is detected (i.e. Q/e =l).
Q/e)=7-10** for v+/v=l0‘3]. lf the positive ions are collected before the full electron collection
collected during the electron drift time Q/e=(x/d)[l+(v+/v)] is closely equal to unity [(1
compared to the positive ion drift distance (d-x=l0 um) hence the fraction of the charge
iyffhe liquid Xenon purification system














pumping for 3 weeks at 3000 C). The purified gas is condensed in a heat exchanger cold
cartridge (Messer-Griesham, Gemiany) and molecular sieves (4A and l3X activated by
·—~ boil-off from the test cell is forced (by a circulatoncompressor pump) through a 3 liter Oxisorb
electronic components which must be immersed in the liquid, cannot be baked. The Xenon gas
built only of clean, ultra-l.igh-vacuum, bakeable materiels. For example-photodiodes and
through purifiers. This technique chosen assumes that the calorimeter (as the test cell) cannot be
conceived to remove impurities by continuous closed circuit circulation of Xenon vapor
presented at the 1991 international Cryogenic Materials Conference [10]. The system was
version of this apparatus used liquid Nitrogen as the cold source, its performance was
The flow diagram of the liquifaction and purification system is shown in fig. 5. The ls
2.3 The Liquifaction and Purification System
charge collection even at a fixed field Ed (if ot is constant).
velocity v=iiEd (it is the mobility) hence, an increase of mobility (by doping) could improve
predicted [9] to depend linearly on the recombination coefficient ot and inversely on the drift
Ml. The lifetime increases with purification time and after about 10 days (75 transits through OCR Output
absorption with ionization electrons being absorbed even before reaching the collection mesh
contrast, the non-constant slope of the ionization charge clearly indicates strong electron
fig. 4). A scintillation signal is quickly found, increasing only 10-15 % at maximum purity. In
cell are shown in fig. 6. They are measured with a digital oscilloscope at the ADC inputs (see
An example of scintillation and ionization signals observed immediately after filling the test
3. ELECTRON LIFETIME AND LIQUID PURIFICATION
are now controlled and the variations minimized in the present purification (2*10) system.
dewars. Both pressure and temperature variations adversely affect the purification rate, these
Such instabilities were also observed in the (15*) system when changing the liquid Nitrogen
exchanger about the outside of the cartridge thus stabilizing its temperature to 13 1 0.5 0C.
and stable. These instabilities were completely removed by wrapping a cold-water heat __
fact, we observed enhanced cleaning at night when the laboratory temperature was minimum
decreased (or reversed) when the Oxisorb temperature increased, suggesting desorption. In
purification system is the Oxisorb cartridge. We observed, however, that the purification rate
purification rate consequently, these filters were by-passed. The essential element of this
Electron lifetime measurements showed that the molecular sieves did not improve the
rate hence, to the heat load. This, of course, can be controlled by programmable heaters.
calorimeter, the purification time will not be proportional to the volume but to the evaporation
(t=400 tts) the boil—off gas must transit the oxisorb more than 70 times. For a large
continuous circulation) and then recuperated and stored. To obtain the longest electron lifetime
about 100 cm3 of liquid (0.3 kg) is condensed for each run (lasting 1-2 months with
gas. The Xenon gas is of U.S.S.R. origin of quality N51 (i.e. 9 ppm impurities). Normally,
(except the oxisorb) are turbo-pumped to < 1 tibar for about 24 hours before filling with Xenon
fig. 5. The steel bottle is evacuated and baked before installation. All elements of the system
and stored in a 40 liter stainless steel bottle by means of the compressor (pmaX=5 bar) shown in
When a run is ended the refrigerator is stopped and the boil·off Xenon gas is recuperated
(at 1600 K) and i 5 mbar (at 1020 bars), respectively.
absolute pressure of the liquid Xenon, measured in the test cell, are kept constant to i 0.10 K
4AP30, Switzerland) and the temperature by a PT 100 Platinum resistor. The temperature and
(380 V ac on 400Q). The pressure is measured by a piezo—resistive pressure transducer (Iumo
Japan) which stabilizes the temperature to ii 0.20 C (at 1600 K) by means of heating resistors
is monitored by a PT 100 Platinum resistor via a digital regulator (REX-F4, RKC Instruments,
unit with a cooling power of 100 W at 1600 K and 20 W at 770 K. The cold—head temperature
operating with Helium gas between 20 and 6 bars, powered by the Leybold Heraeus RW 5000
is now (the 2nd version) a gas expansion refrigerator using the Clifford-McMahon cycle
l O
This intrinsic length is not well measured but, first tests in Krypton indicate lph >1 m.
the intrinsic length which is determined by the basic interaction of light with the liquid medium.
this impurity level corresponds to lph=10$ m. This is, of course, only the impurity length not
sensitive to impurities i.e. from the known O2 absorption cross section (0:0.3 Mb at 175 nm)
equivalent oxygen impurity of (2·3) ppb. The photon attenuation length lph is very much less
An electron lifetime r >30() us represents an electron attenuation length lc > 750 mm, or an
more efficiently cryopumped (on the cold-head) at these lower temperatures.
system {10]. Therfore, these liquids either have different impurities or the same impurities are
(1 >300 us) could be obtained in several hours, even with the less well stableized (15*) cleaning
Krypton (1200 K, quality N45) and liquid Argon (870 K, N60) we found that the best lifetime
cross section that increases with electron energy (correlated with Ed). In tests with liquid
fields Ed. This indicates the presence of electron capture impurities (such as NZO) which have a
During the purification period, we observed better linearity at low rather than at a high drift
M
Ei-§TtEcintillation S, ionization [ waveforms soon after filling cell. Ma>(imKm?i is
0.5 tts
-4'(—
previously purified gas, stored in the stainless steel bottle, is used for liquifaction.
lifetime ·t >300 us. The time needed to attain this lifetime is reduced by a factor 22 when
non-linearity of these curves determines [from eq. (3) with d=6 mm} a lower limit to the
drift field (Ed=0.1 kV/cm, [d"~"»4.5 tts) and a large drift field (Ed=6.0 l<V/cm, td=0.45 tts). The
oxisorb) it shows no measureable deviation from linearity. This is shown in fig.7 for a low
1 1 OCR Output
account the effect of positive ions-due to the punctuality of the source. A fit was obtained using OCR Output
where E0 is a constant electric field (acting opposite to Ed) introduced into eq. (4) to take into
(6)N=N¤/[1+K/(Ed-Eoll
energy deposition E=l.8 GeV. The solid line is the least square tit to a Jz1ffe~lil<e fomiula
The number N of collected electrons varied with the drift field Ed as shown in fig. 8a, for
4.1.1 Fixed Energy Deposition with Variable Electric Field
4.1. Ionization Yields
4. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
Fig. 7. Ionization waveforms after 10 days cleaning. Top Ed=l()() V/cm, bottom Ed=6 kV/cm.
—>[).5 us|<—
W gl -¤l.o us|<——
l 2
8b) The 1/N vs 1/Ed plot to illustrate the extrapolation to infinite drift field Ed.
Fig. 8a) The collected number of ionization electrons N vs Ed for E=l .8—G€\T
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Fig. 10. Degndence of K with E=N;T9m; closed circles N,=6.5·10‘*, open circles N,=9·l
E (GeV)








parameter K is independant of Tom for fixed Nt, as shown in Hg. 10.
obtained for 1 MeV electrons in Xenon at 1830 K hence, at a lower density than our runs. The
value W=(l5.6 1 0.3) eV [2]. Clearly there is no agreement. The "standard" value was
indication of dependence on Nt,T0m or E. ’I`his average may be compared with the "standard"
these 15 measurements is W=(9.76 1 0.70) eV. The data set looks coherent without any
U. In fig. 9 we show the W values measured as a function of E. The average and rms scatter of
E=N,T,,m, using various combinations of transferred beam intensity N, and acceleration voltage
OCR OutputThe same set of measurements was repeated for 15 different values of transmitted ener
l 5 OCR Output

internal calibration of Touland open circles are from the EGS4 calculation of Tom.
Fig. 11. The collected ionization electrons N vs E at Ed=4 kV/cm. Solid circles are from the
E (GeV)










the measurement] gives W=9.3 eV in agreement with the average of previous section.
eV. Correcting for the electric field dependance, [eq. (4) with K=l.393 for the conditions of
expected, but with slope giving an apparent yield Y8pp=8·lO" e/GeV hence, Wapp=l/Yapp=12.5
ionization charge N with energy E, shown in fig. ll (for Ed=4 kV/cm). The curve is linear, as
OCR OutputAnother way to determine the yield Y is to measure dN/dE, the variation of collected
1 7 OCR Output
are from the internall opergcles anim the EGS4 calibration of Tom, OCR Output
Fig. 12]*The number of detected scintillation photoelectrons N pg vs EE Ed=O. Closed circE









iii) the transmission of meshes Ml and M2 are 'I`=(0.95)
ii) the photodiode solid angle is determined by geometiy i.e. AQ/41t=l.05·l0‘
efficiency by cross·calibrating the PM relative to the photosensitive molecule TMAE [1 1].
dynodes at ground via the picoammeter). We confirm the published Hamamatsu PM quantum
1332Q operating as a photodiode without gain (i.e. the photocathode at -25 V and the first three
1600 K) as shown in fig. 13. The absolute efficiency is referenced to the PM Hamamatsu
efficiency versus wavelength X was measured at 1730 K (near the liquid Xenon temperature of
i) The Hamamatsu Silicon photodiode quantum efficiency is 60% at 175 nm. The
Ys=S/[Q'I`(AQ/41t)]=7O.4 photons/keV hence, WS=l/YS=l4.2 eV assuming;
measured slope S=40O photoelectrons/MeV. The photon yield is calculated from the equation
photodiode) vs energy E is shown in fig. 12. As expected, the dependence is linear with a
The variation of the number Nm of photoelectrons (detected with the Hamamatsu Silicon
4.2.1. Measurements with Zero Electric Field
4.2 Scintillation Yield
1 8
measurement, as presented, is dubious and we will not consider it further.
that its width indicates that it cannot contain more than 325 electrons. We believe that this
calibration system, however, converts this peak to l3()00 e (see their fig. 7), notwithstanding
curve) has 13% FWHM hence should contain Npc=5.54/(FWHM)2=325 photoelectrons. Their
while claiming to detect more than 104 photoelectrons. This peak (see their fig. 6, the 20 mm
light. We also note that their photomultiplier light detector gave only (=l0%) energy resolution
electronegative impurities coming, for example, from the Teflon reflector used to collect the
signal in a gas whose W value was assumed. This, of course, could be in error if the gas had
charge measurement but calibrated their pre-amplifier by comparing a stopping ot ionization
et. al. [5]. From their published paper, however, we note that they did not make an absolute
The presently measured value WS=l4 eV is very near to the WS=l6 eV value of Miyajima
wavelength K, referenced to PM Hamamatsu 1332Q. Solid and open circles are separate mns.
Fig.13. Detected quantum efficiency (e per incident photon) of the l-lamarnatsii ph5odEde·»E








OE (el. per incident photon)
also observed spasmotic increases in noise level with the photodiode demounted but cooled.
believe this is due to a photodiode malfunction however we have not yet localized this fault. We
of two) and a degradation of energy resolution even while the liquid was pure and stable. We
On occasion, and for extended periods (days), we observed a loss of photons (about a factor
1 9 OCR Output
IN is unity at infinite field anrgsi is unity at zero field. OCR Output
Fig.14 (a) Normalized ionization lN (b) normalized scintillation SN (c) sum (lN+SN ) vs Ed.
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where SO=S(0) is the maximum scintillation intensity observed at zero field and lOO=I(oo) is the
scintillation intensity SN=S(Ed)/S0 is plotted with the normalized ionization signal IN=I(Ed)/100,
and Xenon by Kubota et. al. [13]. Our data is shown in fig. 14 where the normalized
same rate as the ionization is collected. This anti-correlation was first observed in liquid Argon
When an electric field is applied the scintillation yield is observed to decrease at about the
4.2.2. Measurements with Electric Field
MeV electron excitation and Ws=l4.7 eV for full recombination.
compares well with the 1990 calculation of T. Doke et. al. [12] who predicted WS=23.8 for 1
electrons (175 eV) have the same ionization density as 5.5 Mev 0t's. Our result of WS=l4 eV
condition for equal ionization density Tc=mcTU/(MOLZZ) shows that only very low energy
recombination (with 0t's) hence more scintillation, just opposite to what is observed. The
smaller than the Aprile value (obtained with 5.5 MeV ot particle excitation). We expect more
result. It is surprising that our value (obtained with 2-40 keV electron excitation) is so much
transmission, Xenon liquid-gas interface reflection and mesh transmission gives the stated
they infer that this peak contains 320 photoelectrons. Correcting for PM solid angle, window
value WS=39 eV. Their measurement is direct and easily interpreted-from the PM signal width
The presently measured value WS=14 eV should also be compared to the Aprile et. al. [3]
__ U F12. 15. The liquid Xenon cell equipped with a photomultiplier.
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tube and CaF2 window. The warm space near the PM is flushed with UV transparent N2 gas.
very small solid angle (AQ/41t=l .7·l()‘4) through a 10 mm diameter, 98 mm long stainless steel
photocathode and a Mgl:2 window located in the warm space at the top of the cell. It subtends a
built and equipped with the fast PM Hamamatsu Rl460, shown in fig. 15. lt has a CsgTe
To observe the decay time of the scintillation signal in liquid Xenon, a new test cell was
4.2.3. Decay Time of the Scintillatiun
,.. line.
correct linear combination which projects onto the axis perpindicular to the anti-correlation
with photosensitive dopants fail [14]-because the particular signal sum obtained is not the
energy Nuclear radiations. This also illustrates why attempts to improve the energy resolution
correlation property the full effect of the small Pano factor may be realized-especially for low
priori but can be determined by minimization of oi;/E. We believe that by using this anti
and quantum efficiency as well as the ratio of W/Ws. However, it need not be calculated a
to minimize the energy resolution og/E. Physically, ot is determined by the detector solid angle
(I+0tS) onto an axis perpindicular to the anti-correlation line. The parameter ot should be varied
energy resolution can obviously be obtained by projecting a linear combination of signals
correlation also suggests that fluctuations can be reduced by measuring both I and S. The best
light is due to fast recombination (lN+SN=l) and S 8% is due to primary excitation. The anti
to l (== s 8%) even at low tields where variations are fastest. This may indicate that most of the
ionization yield at infinite field. We see from fig. 14 that the sum (IN+SN) is very closely equal
2 l OCR Output
waveform. Both are observed with the PM I-lamamatsu Rl460. OCR Output







we do observe a long tail of about 60 ns, as shown in fig. l6b.
and a triplet with r=(l9+0.5) ns, without any sign of the recombination tail. In STP Xenon gas
synchrotron radiation and observed only two pure exponentials, a singlet with r=(l.4;0.I) ns
heavy ion and ot particle excitation. Morikawa et. al. [17] excited liquid Xenon with
solid Xenon, however, Baum et. al. [16] observe a long recombination tail (35-44 ns) both for
In this respect, excitation by (2-40 keV) electrons is similar to that by (5-6 MeV) ot particles. In
observed by Hitachi et. al [I5] for I MeV electron excitation (but not for on particle excitation).
deconvolution we estimate a decay time 1 S 14 ns, much less than the 45 ns recombination time
Its form is dominated by the pulse width of the electron beam (16 ns FWHM). After quadratic
The scintillation waveform, shown in fig. l6a, clearly does not have a long recombination tail.
2 2
the corrected resolution (oi /1)C.
MeV. During the data runs the electronic noise is periodically measured for use in calculating
magnitude (for ionization) of(o5/E)Cn is less than 10* above ().5 GeV and about 1% at 50
(photodiode) electronic noise is about 4-103 electrons due mostly the the flash lamp. The
to the accelerator with a smaller part from pump microphonics. The scintillation detector
keV. The ionization detector (anode mesh) electronic noise is about 5-104 electrons due mostly
magnitude is 2.2·l0·3 for N,=105 electrons of TOuL=10 keV and less than l0·3 for Tout > 40
The straggling term (og;/”l`OuL)/VNL is calculated by the EGS3 program for ll um of mylar. Its
(10)22?<¤[xi)2=<¤E/E>+<a¤.)xw
then from eq. (7)
Cn
(9)(Gr /1).=(<5l /1)—(Gst /T0ut)‘/ Nt-(GE / E)2 2
GT=Gg,/VN; hence, we calculate a corrected ionization resolution
the mylar window. Assuming that the latter quantity is normally distributed we obtain
where Gm is the monitor electronic noise and GT is the uncertainty on Tom due to srraggling in
(8)(GE /E),‘=(¤m /Nm)‘+(¤i~ /TOur)
From eq. (2), the beam energy E=aN mTOul and since a=(l/f)-1 is a known constant we obtain
.,,
(7)(ci /r)=(¤E/H)+(¤E /E),‘+(¤E /15)22
resolution (GE IE) with transferred beam and detector electronic noise errors i.e.
»··— of (I-Ic) is found to be gaussian with an rms width G; given by the convolution of the intrinsic
given monitor charge Qm (i.e. lc=aQm+b with a and b determined by the fit). The distribution
is made on the data (I vs Qm of fig. 17a) to determine a calculated ionization charge Ic for a
window straggling. To remove the effect of lamp intensity fluctuations a linear least square fit
The intrinsic correlation width, however, is widened by detector and monitor noise and
dominated by beam intensity fluctuations as shown by the 105 event scatter plot of tig. 17b.
(scintillation charge is measured with the Hamamatsu photodiode immersed in the liquid) is
charge Qm and the collected ionization charge I is shown in fig. 17a. The correlation of I vs S
and monitored as described in section 2.1. The expected linear correlation between the monitor
To determine the error contribution of beam intensity fluctuations, the beam is intercepted
5.1. Procedures and Resolution Errors
5. ENERGY RESOLUTION IN LIQUID XENON
2 3 OCR Output
acceleration potential and is nearly equal to GE/E for N[=l0> e. OCR Output
the range 50 MeV< E < 3.5 GeV. The detector electronic noise decreases slightly with
cyE=().33% and slope ao,,,=6l0 e. This set of measurements was repeated many times over
shown in tig. 18 for E=l.O GeV and Ed= 6 keV/cm. It exhibits good linearity with intercept
(cs; /1)c versus l/N;. The intercept gives (G5/E)Xc and the slope gives (acm). An example,
100 hence, we can obtain the intrinsic resolution by plotting the corrected ionization resolution
where f(2)=\I[1+e2]/(1+a) and €=(o;;/E)/(acm/N;). We note that 0.7< f(e) <1.0 for 0.1< t·:<
(10)(Gi/1)p=l(GE/E)+(aGm)/Nt 1·f(€)
Linearizing eq. (9) we find
scintillation and ionization charges (S vs I). The spreads are due to lamp fluctuations.

















can be compared with the low energy measurements of Aprile et. al.[l8] in liquid Xenon who
but by systematic effects and dead materiel needed to construct a full scale device. This result
result indicates that the real calorimeter resolution will ROI be dominated by ionization statistics
that the ionization resolution is oy;/E =().()7%/\f(E/GeV) for zero pulse width. This very good
density increases with time. The variation ofthe coefficient bi with beam pulse width indicates
This term is due to fluctuations in recombination during the beam pulse because the positive ion
width and appears compatible with zero for a delta-function beam width, as for a real shower.
bi=0.095%—GeV·l/2 for the 16 ns pulse width data. The constant term at varies with the pulse
fits with a;=0.34%, bi=().ll2%-GeV‘l/2 for the 27.5 ns pulse width data and ai=().19%,
16 ns FWHM). The ionization data are fit to the form 05/E=ai+bi/VE. The solid lines are best
19a and l9b. The two data sets correspond to different electron beam pulse widths (27.5 and
The measured ionization intrinsic resolution 6gjE are shown versus E and 1/VE in tig.'s
5.2. Ionization Energy Resolution
resolution og/E.
Fig. 18. The corrected ionization resolution (or /I)C vs l/Nl. The intercept gives the intrinsic
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width 27.5 ns and the squares for beam pulse width 16 ns FWHM. Line tits given in the text. OCR Output
Fig. 19. The ntrinsic ionization resolution oy;/E vs: a) E, b) 1/VE. Circles are for beam pulse
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factor 88 in energy between our lowest point (50 MeV) and the reference point (0.57 MeV).
predicts o‘g=17 keV. We believe this agreement is pretty good considering that we extrapolate a
find a best value ¤E=15 keV for 570 keV electrons whereas our result og/E=2.2l%N(E/MeV)
2 6
scintillation light with a silicon photodiode.
in a 250 cmj liquid Xenon cell. They obtained energy resolution (eg/E)S=0.5% detecting
[7] who used an Aluminum heavy ion beam (92 MeV/nucleon) to deposit 2.47 GeV of energy
predict that (opjE)S S 0.2%/‘J(E/GeV). This may be compared with the result of Matsuda et.a1,
dependence reduces the constant term to a negligible value (as is observed for ionization) we
line shows the best fit with aS=().26%, bS=O.24%—GeV"/2. Assuming that the pulse width
21 for beam pulse width of 16 ns. The data are fit to the form (ot;]E)S:aS+b$/VE and the solid
The measurements of intrinsic scintillation resolution (ot;jE)S=oyE vs E are shown in fig.
5.3. Energy Resolution from Scintillation
beam width 27.5 ns. (b) closed circles E=2.2 GeV, Nt=5.9·l04, beam width 16 ns.
Fig. 20. Intrinsic ionization resolution ot;/E vs Ed. (a) open circles E=l.8 GeV, Nt=9.5-104,
Ed (kV/cm)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
••°_•°°'•’(b)







attained for E 2 1.5 kV/cm, long before full collection (== 10 kV/cm) of the ionization charge.
pulse widths used of 27.5 and 16 ns FWHM. Clearly, the level of good resolution is rapidly
The intrinsic ionization energy resolution og/E vs Ed is shown in fig. 20, for the two beam
2 7 OCR Output
needed to collect all the charge whereas only (l -2 V) is sufficient to obtain the best resolution. OCR Output
photodiode polarization voltage VDD;. As can be seen, a small polarization voltage of 20V is
shown in tig. 22a with the corresponding energy resolution 05/E shown in fig. 22b, versus the
The number of scintillation photoelectrons NDC (collected in the l-lamamatsu photodiode) is
circles are seperate runs with 16 ns width. The tit line is og/E=[0.26+0.24/¤}(E/GeV)]%.
Fig. 21. The intrinsic scintillation resolution (GE/E)S vs a) E, b) 1/~/E. Open and closed
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intrinsic resolution (cg/E)S: versus the l-lamamatsu photodiode polarization voltage VDO;.
__ Fig. 22. 2) The number of collected scintillation photoelectrons NDC and b) the scintillation
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0.9% Methane doped liquid Xenon (b) and in 1.8% Methane doped liquid Xenon (c). OCR Output
ig. 23. The drift velocity Vdgf ionization electrons measured in pure liquid Xenon (a) in
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faster drift velocity hence, larger current signal.
scintillation calorimeter, operating with Methane doping is possible. Its advantage lies in its
We do not observe any diminuation of the scintillation intensity (i.e. Ws=l4 eV) thus a
drift velocities saturate whereas the undoped drift velocity remains slightly unsaturated.
drift velocity increases with doping from 2.5 mm/tls to 4.3 mm/tts. Note also that the doped
Xenon (a), for 0.9% Methane doping (b) and for 1.8% Methane doping (c). The maximum
The drift velocity Vd however, is strongly affected as shown in fig. 23 for pure liquid
unaffected (i.e. row 6 gives W=9.84 eV for the 1.8% mixture and E=1.2 GeV).
fits to the modified Jaffe formula [eq. (6)] as shown in Table l. Clearly, the W value is
can only dissolve only about 2% Methane. The ionization in the 0.9% and 1.8% mixtures gave
additional overpressure due to the added methane gas. It appears that at 1600 K liquid Xenon
3% mixture resulted in a liquid with the same drift properties as the 1.8% mixture but, with an
Two concentrations (0.9% and 1.8%) were successfully condensed. An attempt to condense a
We made both ionization and scintillation measurements in Methane doped liquid Xenon.
6. METHANE DOPED LIQUID XENON
3 0
sensitive, digital VLSI electronics (8 channels/chip) has already been developed and produced
hence the full calorimeter would have =(2 or 4) million digital readout channels. Cheap, current
32) digital channels hence (160 or 320) per tower. A =4n detector would have =12000 towers
amount of readout electronics needed. A tower has 5 (x,y) sampling planes each with (16 or
of hadronic background. The essential problem in measuring the shower profile is the large
individual photons from 1:0 decays thus enhancing discrimination against this important source
about 70%. Sampling of ionization in the early part of the shower will allow detection of
doping does not alter the light output but increases the drift speed hence, the current signal by
current signal with digital VLSI electronics lodged in 1 mm thick stesalite tower walls. Methane
collected in S 250 ns. Rather than collect all this charge, we will read out the instantaneous
In 1.8% Methane doped liquid Xenon the ionization signal (in a 1 mm drift gap) can be
this vertex capability [20].
mode] compared to 3% for calorimeters with equal energy resolution (cp/E=0.5%) but without
crossing) this calorimeter can give a Higgs mass resolution uM/MH =-0.6% [via the (2y) decay
photon to its true vertex point. At high-luminosity LHC (with =20 interactions per beam
achievable with this method [¤g=5 mrad/\l(E/GeV)] [6] will allow association of a detected
direction of the photon (or electron) which initiates the shower. The directional resolution
can be sampled (== 5 times every 2X0 in the early part of the shower) to determine the vector
fast energy measurement which can be used as part of a first level trigger. The ionization signal
photodiode) located at the back end of the tower [6]. Detection of scintillation light permits a
calorimeter. The scintillation signal will be detected with a Silicon photodiode (or Csl gas
on energy resolution. It confirms that cg/ESO.5% can be attained in a full scale scintillation
simulate the effect of 1 mm thick stesalite tower walls and wire planes (for ionization sampling)
indicates that cp/ESO.5% is possible [19]. The GEANT shower program has been used to
collection and the dead material of the calorimeter. The first factor has been studied and
even better by a factor 2 2. Scintillation resolution will be limited by uniformity of light
scintillation calorimeter can be excellent (o‘pjE S 0.2%). The intrinsic ionization resolution is
We have also shown that the intrinsic energy resolution of a totally active Xenon
and replenished.
Xenon calorimeter in a high radiation environment because the liquid is continuously purified
circulation of boil-off gas through oxisorb. This technique will allow operation of a liquid
also found to be fast (ot S 14 ns). Purification of the liquid Xenon was effected by continuous
energy to produce a scintillation photon Wg=l4.2 eV was measured. The scintillation signal is
W=9.76 eV, considerably smaller than the "standard value" of 15.3 eV. The corresponding
We have shown that the energy needed to create an ionization electron in liquid Xenon is
3 1 OCR Output
the accelerator and the cryogenics. OCR Output
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